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ABSTRACT
Images taken with the Advanced Camera for Surveys Wide Field Channel (ACS/WFC) after
Servicing Mission 4 newly exhibit a row-correlated noise imparted by the CCD Electronics
Box Replacement (CEB-R). We characterize the noise component and assess algorithms for
software mitigation.

1.

Introduction

The Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) CCD Electronics Box Replacement includes a
SIDECAR† Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that exhibits low frequency noise
(1mHz to 1Hz) on the bias and reference voltages it generates for the Wide Field Channel
CCDs (Loose 2011; Golimowski et al. 2011).
This noise contribution, first seen in thermal-vac testing, does not matter for bias voltages going to the CCD since it is canceled out by correlated double sampling (CDS). However,
there is one reference voltage from the ASIC that is used to offset the signal, applied after
the CDS stage. Here, the noise does not cancel out, and manifests as a slow moving variation
of the baseline.
Copyright c 2010 The Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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In practice, we observe a “striping noise” in all post-SM4 Wide Field Channel (WFC)
images, virtually uniform across all four amplifier readouts of the WFC CCDs. An example
of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 1, where we have taken a post-SM4 bias frame and
subtracted the (stripe-free) calibration super-bias to remove fixed bias structure and thereby
highlight the striping noise.

Data

2.

Among the data sets used in this study are pre-SM4 WFC science images for striperemoval testing (§2.1) and post-SM4 WFC calibration images (§2.2) for both striping characterization and mitigation testing.

2.1.

Pre-SM4 Observations

In order to assess software mitigation approaches, we select a variety of stripe-free preSM4 WFC programs to use as simulation testbeds. These image sets are imprinted with
known post-SM4 striping patterns and then processed by our candidate de-striping codes to
determine the codes’ effectiveness. We therefore seek WFC programs that sample a broad
range in image complexity. We also seek programs obtained late in the pre-failure epoch, so
that they are as representative as possible to post-SM4 WFC performance as regards dark
current, density of warm and hot pixels, charge transfer efficiency, etc.
The four images sets we have chosen are:
• Program 10342: Narrow-band and broad-band exposures of the nearby galaxy NGC
1300 (Table 1). This galaxy subtends a large fraction of a WFC CCD (Figure 10),
and its uneven extended emission presents a moderate complexity for the de-striping
algorithms.
• Program 10775: Short broad-band exposures of globular cluster 47 Tucanae, a WFC
photometric calibration field (Table 2). This image set, highly crowded with both
bright and faint unresolved sources (Figure 11), represents an extreme case in image
complexity for the de-striping codes.
• Program 10809: Long broad-band exposures of distant red galaxies at high Galactic
latitudes (Table 3). This image set (Figure 12) with moderate to high sky background
and relatively sparse and compact sources, is typical of much of the extragalactic survey
imagery of ACS/WFC.
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• Program 10843: Long narrow-band exposures of small, extremely metal-poor galaxies
(Table 4). This image set, characterized by low sky background and sparse faint
resolved sources (Figure 13), is the one in which the striping noise is most evident (and
by inference, easiest to remove).

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

j93s01i8q
j93s01idq
j93s01ijq
j93s02dvq
j93s02ekq
j93s02f1q
j93s03rbq
j93s03rhq
j93s04nlq
j93s04nqq
j93s04o3q

2004-09-21
2004-09-21
2004-09-21
2004-09-26
2004-09-26
2004-09-26
2004-09-23
2004-09-23
2004-09-22
2004-09-22
2004-09-22

j93s01i9q
j93s01ifq
j93s01ilq
j93s02e4q
j93s02emq
j93s03r8q
j93s03rdq
j93s03rjq
j93s04nmq
j93s04nsq
j93s04o5q

2004-09-21
2004-09-21
2004-09-21
2004-09-26
2004-09-26
2004-09-23
2004-09-23
2004-09-23
2004-09-22
2004-09-22
2004-09-22

j93s01ibq
j93s01ihq
j93s02duq
j93s02e6q
j93s02ezq
j93s03r9q
j93s03rfq
j93s03rlq
j93s04noq
j93s04nuq

2004-09-21
2004-09-21
2004-09-26
2004-09-26
2004-09-26
2004-09-23
2004-09-23
2004-09-23
2004-09-22
2004-09-22

Table 1: Program 10342 (NGC 1300) images used in the striping mitigation testing.

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

j9l960a7q
j9l960adq
j9l960ajq
j9l960apq

2006-03-13
2006-03-13
2006-03-13
2006-03-13

j9l960a9q
j9l960afq
j9l960alq

2006-03-13
2006-03-13
2006-03-13

j9l960abq
j9l960ahq
j9l960anq

2006-03-13
2006-03-13
2006-03-13

Table 2: Program 10775 (47 Tucanae) images used in the striping mitigation testing.
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FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

j9r002evq
j9r002f0q
j9r004lmq
j9r005kwq
j9r007vtq
j9r007vyq
j9r013vgq
j9r014qpq
j9r015fhq
j9r015fmq
j9r016v8q
j9r019vmq
j9r020dvq
j9r020e0q

2006-10-31
2006-10-31
2006-12-21
2007-01-17
2006-12-24
2006-12-24
2006-12-23
2006-12-08
2006-11-28
2006-11-28
2006-12-23
2006-12-24
2006-12-19
2006-12-19

j9r002ewq
j9r004ljq
j9r004loq
j9r005kyq
j9r007vuq
j9r013vdq
j9r013viq
j9r014qrq
j9r015fiq
j9r016v5q
j9r016vaq
j9r019voq
j9r020dwq

2006-10-31
2006-12-21
2006-12-21
2007-01-17
2006-12-24
2006-12-23
2006-12-23
2006-12-08
2006-11-28
2006-12-23
2006-12-23
2006-12-24
2006-12-19

j9r002eyq
j9r004lkq
j9r005kvq
j9r005l0q
j9r007vwq
j9r013veq
j9r014qoq
j9r014qtq
j9r015fkq
j9r016v6q
j9r019vlq
j9r019vqq
j9r020dyq

2006-10-31
2006-12-21
2007-01-16
2007-01-17
2006-12-24
2006-12-23
2006-12-08
2006-12-08
2006-11-28
2006-12-23
2006-12-24
2006-12-24
2006-12-19

Table 3: Program 10809 (wide-band blank field) images used in the striping mitigation
testing.

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

j9o801lnq
j9o801m2q
j9o801meq

2006-11-02
2006-11-02
2006-11-02

j9o801lpq
j9o801m8q
j9o801mhq

2006-11-02
2006-11-02
2006-11-02

j9o801lyq
j9o801mbq

2006-11-02
2006-11-02

Table 4: Program 10843 (narrow-band blank field) images used in the striping mitigation
testing.
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2.2.

Post-SM4 Observations

To estimate the power spectrum of the striping noise, we selected a set of sixteen postSM4 calibration bias images (Table 5). Bias images provide the cleanest representation of
the bias striping.
FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

ja8wa2e8q
ja8wa3fpq
ja8wa6jmq
ja8wa7jqq
ja8waaloq
ja8wablsq

2009-07-10
2009-07-10
2009-07-12
2009-07-12
2009-07-14
2009-07-14

ja8waedtq
ja8wafe2q
ja8wain1q
ja8wajnmq
ja8wambyq
ja8wanc2q

2009-07-16
2009-07-16
2009-07-18
2009-07-18
2009-07-20
2009-07-20

ja8wb0n3q
ja8wb1ndq
ja8wb4izq
ja8wb5j6q

2009-07-22
2009-07-22
2009-07-24
2009-07-24

Table 5: Bias images used in the striping power-spectrum analysis.
For simulations of bias striping to test our correction algorithms, we used a set of thirty
post-SM4 bias images (Table 6) as a reference set of bias striping that we imprinted upon
(stripe-free) pre-SM4 science images.

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

ja8wc2gjq
ja8wc3gvq
ja8wc6xlq
ja8wc7yaq
ja8wcae8q
ja8wcbfbq
ja8wcetxq
ja8wcfugq
ja8wciipq
ja8wcjjdq

2009-08-06
2009-08-06
2009-08-08
2009-08-08
2009-08-10
2009-08-10
2009-08-12
2009-08-12
2009-08-14
2009-08-14

ja8wcmxiq
ja8wcnxmq
ja8wd0t3q
ja8wd1tnq
ja8wd4hhq
ja8wd5i8q
ja8wd8w9q
ja8wd9wgq
ja8wdcmgq
ja8wddmzq

2009-08-16
2009-08-16
2009-08-19
2009-08-19
2009-08-20
2009-08-20
2009-08-22
2009-08-22
2009-08-24
2009-08-24

ja8wdgxfq
ja8wdhbrq
ja8wdkjiq
ja8wdljsq
ja8wdockq
ja8wdpdlq
jbana0eqq
jbana1fsq
jbana2g2q
jbana3gtq

2009-08-26
2009-08-27
2009-08-29
2009-08-29
2009-08-31
2009-08-31
2009-08-31
2009-08-31
2009-08-31
2009-08-31

Table 6: Bias images used in the striping mitigation testing.
For our investigation of the constancy of striping amplitude among the four WFC readout amplifiers, we studied a consecutive pair of calibration super-biases (Table 7).

FILENAME

USEAFTER

FILENAME

USEAFTER

u7q18492j bia

Jun 9 2010 16:07:42

u7q18492j bia

Jun 25 2010 07:27:13

Table 7: Calibration super-biases used in the striping parity analysis.
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We demonstrate the effectiveness of our de-striping algorithm using the post-SM4 ACS/WFC
“first-light” image mosaic of NGC 6217 (Table 8).

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

FILENAME

DATE-OBS

ja7z03ujq
ja7za3uzq

2009-07-08
2009-07-08

ja7z03ulq
ja7za3v1q

2009-07-08
2009-07-09

Table 8: NGC 6217 images used as de-striping demonstration.
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3.

Characterization

Because of the uniformity of the striping across WFC rows, it is straightforward to
characterize and remove this low-level 1/f noise from individual WFC bias frames, as seen
in Figure 2. The amplitude distribution of the striping noise, shown in Figure 3, is well
approximated by a Gaussian with σG = 0.75e− : less than 20% of the WFC readnoise. The
distribution has an enhanced negative tail that results in an overall standard deviation of
σ ≈ 0.9e− . Figure 4 illustrates the nearly 1/f power spectrum (crosses & dotted red line), as
averaged from the striping patterns extracted from an ensemble of 16 post-SM4 bias frames
(Tab. 5). The corresponding WFC readnoise power spectrum is represented in this figure
(blue dots) by an ensemble of 16 simulated white-noise-only images with σ = 4e− .
To quantitatively assess the uniformity in striping amplitude among the four WFC readout amplifiers, we compare a pair of consecutive post-SM4 calibration super-biases within
the same WFC anneal cycle. These super-biases (Tab. 7) respectively comprise 28 and 30
individual bias images averaged with cosmic ray rejection. The individual bias images are
striped, and so are the resulting super-biases. The difference image of these two super-biases
(Fig. 5) removes time-constant structure in the WFC bias, leaving only the striping noise
(and read noise).
If the striping noise were identical among the four WFC amplifiers, which each read from
the corners of the WFC field of view, then differencing the WFC1 portion of this super-bias
delta image with the Y-inverted WFC2 portion should entirely eliminate the striping. This
is indeed what is seen qualitatively, in Figure 6. We quantify the level of noise suppression
by comparing the (Y-axis) power spectrum of Figure 6 with that of the WFC1 portion of
Figure 5. The results, shown in Figure 7, suggest a ≈ 30× suppression of the striping.
Or alternately, that the striping noise is correlated among the WFC amplifiers to this high
degree.
The bias striping is not well estimated by the limited WFC pre-scan regions currently
used for bias subtraction in the automated ACS calibration pipeline (“calacs”), complicating
stripe removal from individual non-bias frames such as science exposures and the calibration
darks. Because of short-term settling of the bias level at the beginning of each row’s readout, only the last six columns of pre-scan are currently used by the BLEVCORR stage of
calacs. The ≈ 4e− readnoise associated with these pre-scan pixels, even when combining all
four read-out amplifiers’ pre-scans, still overwhelms the ≈ 0.9e− striping noise.
Averaging N bias images diminishes the 1/f noise nearly as N −1/2 (Fig. 8, dashed blue
line). A non-linear power-law fit to the noise dampening (Fig. 8, dotted red line) yields a
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best-fit relation of:
d(log10 σ)/d(log10 N ) = −1/[2.1562 − 0.1408 log10 N + 0.1700 (log10 N )2 ].
Because of this dampening, the overall noise in the post-SM4 WFC super-bias calibration
images approaches pre-2007 levels without the need for frame-by-frame stripe removal.
A WFC super-dark calibration image (average of ≈ 24 individual dark exposures) is
effectively stripe-free because of the near-N −1/2 averaging away of the striping noise. However
ACS/WFC science programs rarely comprise so many frames (at a fixed orientation on the
sky) to average away the striping noise. Image structure along the Y-axis in a science (or
dark) exposure runs the risk of being mistakenly removed along with the bias stripes. In §4,
we discuss our testing of various algorithms for the optimal removal of striping noise from
science images.
We have investigated the long-term stability of the bias striping characteristics by analyzing subsets of biases segregated according to the monthly ACS anneal cycle. During the
first year of post-SM4 WFC operation, the histogram of bias striping amplitude appears to
be highly stable. Figure 9 plots the Gaussian width of the striping noise from month to
month over the span July 2009 – June 2010. There is very little change, and at the ±0.02e−
level. Such variation is negligible when plotted relative to the 4e− readnoise.

4.
4.1.

Striping Mitigation
Mitigation Methodology

We designed and tested three different codes for automated bias-stripe removal from
science images, each performing row-by-row correction with different algorithms for modeling
the stripes in the presence of increasingly complex astronomical scenes.
The first method was a minimally altered translation of the wdestreak code already
available as a stand-alone correction for a qualitatively similar bias anomaly appearing in
later WFPC2 WF4 images (Biretta & Gonzaga 2005). This algorithm, described in detail by
Maybhate et al. (2008), created a global mask of presumed non-sky pixels, then proceeded
with a row-by-row determination of the non-masked pixel mean, and finally corrected each
row by the difference between the row mean and the global mean of unmasked pixels.
The second method treated each row of the CCD entirely independently, and determined
the sky+stripe level of a given row by fitting a Gaussian to the σ-clipped histogram of pixel
intensities along the row. Each row was then corrected so that all had the same Gaussian-fit
centroid.
8

The third method also used a row-by-row sky fitting algorithm, but in this case the
sky+stripe level was determined in a manner similar to SExtractor’s (Bertin & Arnouts
1996): iterative σ-clipping to reject non-sky pixels, then a hybrid mean & median estimator
applied to the remaining pixels to compensate for slight distortion of the pixel histogram
due to low-level flux from astronomical sources and cosmic-ray hits. In detail, the algorithm
performed ≤ 15 iterations of 2σ clipping, and then determined the sky+stripe level as 2.5 ×
Median − 1.5 × Mean.
Our test suite comprised four pre-failure WFC programs spanning a broad range in sky
level and scene complexity. These include the large galaxy NGC 1300 (Fig. 10), the crowded
stellar field 47 Tucanae (Fig. 11), and long-exposure “blank field” images with wide-band
filters (Fig. 12) and narrow-band filters (Fig. 13). We seeded each of the pre-failure images
(between 8 and 40 images per program) with 30 independent realizations of the striping noise
as measured from post-SM4 bias frames (Tab. 6). To better assess the stripe recovery as a
function of background noise level, we repeated the simulations with twice the signal level
in the pre-SM4 frames — treating these GAIN=1e− /DN images as 2e− /DN images. Figure
14 shows the total range of image complexity probed by our simulations, as summarized by
σ-clipped image mean and standard deviation. Because the post-SM4 ACS/WFC readnoise
(dotted line in Fig. 14) is lower than the pre-failure readnoise, our simulations were unable
to probe stripe removal effectiveness all the way down to current readnoise levels, even with
short exposures in narrow-band filters.

4.2.

Mitigation Testing

We rated performance of striping mitigation by comparing the standard deviations of
the residual (improperly-corrected) striping for each algorithm. Figure 15 shows the results
for each of the four astronomical scenes, plotted against image complexity as summarized by
the scene standard deviation. In these plots, method #1 results are shown in red, method
#2 in green, and method #3 in blue. In some cases, an algorithm identically recovered 30
different stripe seedings of a given image to the same fidelity, resulting in pile-up of symbols
on Figure 15.
Overall the top-performing code, and the one we have chosen for public release to
the ACS/WFC user community, was method #3. Not surprisingly, the best results were
achieved for the narrow- and wide-band “blank field” images, where the injected striping
noise was reduced to 0.3e− and 0.4e− , respectively. The CCD-spanning “large galaxy” case
had uneven results, worsening the scatter to 2e− in half the trials. All the codes failed badly
for the crowded stellar field 47 Tuc, often worsening the scatter to  10e− .
9

5.

Discussion

Although the eye easily picks out the row-correlated striping in post-SM4 ACS/WFC
images, we emphasize that the standard deviation of this striping noise is < 25% of the
WFC readnoise. Our post-SM4 observations of WFC photometric calibration fields show
no measurable impact upon aperture photometry of compact sources with local background
estimation.
In the case of science programs where low-level, row-correlated noise may be a severe
systematic contamination, such as weak-lensing or faint-isophotal analyses, we recommend
the use of the STScI-tested de-striping algorithm. This algorithm may also be generically
useful for cosmetic improvement of image mosaics, as can be seen for the large galaxy NGC
6217 observed in the Hα filter (Fig. 16) as the post-SM4 first-light target.
Following upon the discovery of the tight correlation of the striping noise among the
four WFC read-out amplifiers, J. Anderson recently has been investigating the use of the
full WFC pre-scans for striping estimation. He has discovered that the settling profile of
the pre-scan bias level is remarkably consistent from row to row of the read-out in all four
amplifiers. This opens the possibility of using all 4 × 24 = 96 pixels of pre-scan in a given
set of amplifiers’ row read-outs to constrain the striping. If read noise is the dominant
contribution to the pre-scan pixel variance (the striping amplitude being virtually constant
along the pre-scan of a given row), then the averaging of 96 pixels can in principal constrain
the striping to better than half its standard deviation.
Such a pre-scan based correction of the striping noise is especially attractive in that it
may be universally applied to all post-SM4 ACS/WFC full-frame images, be they science
images, or calibration frames such as biases, darks, and flatfields. The results should be
largely independent of the counts in the science region, which is definitely not the case for
the current de-striping algorithm. This new technique, and its potential implementation as
part of the STScI automated processing of post-SM4 ACS/WFC imagery, will be discussed
in an upcoming STScI Instrument Science Report (Anderson & Grogin, in prep.).

6.

Recommendations

Due to instances of poor performance noted in §4.2, de-striping is not yet incorporated
into calacs. The correction software is currently available as the stand-alone task acs destripe
included in the acstools package of the STSDAS PyRAF distribution. The code is designed
to correct FLT-format images from the HST archive; details of its operation are provided
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on the ACS instrument team website‡ .
Testing is underway for the solely pre-scan based correction described in §5. If this
technique proves to be an acceptable alternative to the current de-striping algorithm, we
anticipate its implementation into the calacs pipeline as a replacement for BLEVCORR by
late 2011.
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Fig. 1.— A single post-SM4 ACS/WFC bias frame, which has been super-bias-subtracted
to remove fixed bias structure. The linear stretch shown at bottom is in units of DN, for
gain setting 2.0 e− /DN. The row-correlated 1/f “striping noise” is easily detected by the
eye, though the standard deviation is less than 25% of the pixel-to-pixel read noise.
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Fig. 2.— Identical post-SM4 bias frame as shown in Figure 1, but now with the de-striping
algorithm applied. Given the near-perfect stripe removal, only pixel-to-pixel read noise
remains, along with a few bad columns and sparse, CTE-trailed cosmic ray hits that occurred
during read-out.
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Fig. 3.— Histogram of stripe intensities measured from ACS/WFC bias frames taken during
the first year after SM4. The red dashed line shows the best-fit Gaussian to the peak, with
a width of σG = 0.74e− . The full distribution, with negative skewness, has σ ≈ 0.9e− .
Fig. 4.— Power spectrum of the Y-axis bias striping, averaged from 16 bias frames. Simulated white-noise spectrum matched to the 4e− WFC readnoise is shown as blue dots.
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Fig. 5.— Difference between consecutive calibration super-biases (each stacks of ≈ 29 individual bias images) during the same June–July 2010 interval between WFC anneals. Stable
bias structure is removed by this differencing, highlighting the low-level 1/f striping that is
currently uncorrected in the super-biases. Note the similarity in striping pattern reflected
about the gap between WFC1 and WFC2 CCDs.
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Fig. 6.— Difference between WFC1 and the Y-flipped WFC2 of the super-bias delta image
shown in Figure 5. Note that the striping noise is largely eliminated.
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Fig. 7.— Y-axis power spectra of: 1) WFC1 CCD of the super-bias delta image shown in
Figure 5 (upper left); 2) Difference between the Figure 5 WFC1 and the Y-flipped WFC2, as
shown in Figure 6 (upper right). 3,4) White-noise simulations of these power spectra (lower
left and right), providing an indication of the expected scatter and the readnoise floor. The
dotted line in the upper two panels shows the same 1/f relation, to highlight the ≈ 1.5 dex
suppression of the striping noise evident in Figure 6.
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Fig. 8.— Data points illustrate the ≈ N −1/2 reduction in striping noise measured from
N averaged post-SM4 bias frames. The STScI calibration super-biases and super-darks
currently mitigate striping noise via large-N averaging, rather than frame-by-frame stripe
removal.
Fig. 9.— Long-term stability in the Gaussian width of the striping amplitude, σG , as measured from bias frames in successive monthly ACS anneal cycles following SM4.
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Fig. 10.— Representative ACS/WFC large galaxy field (NGC 1300) exposures, from prefailure Program 10342, used in the testing of optimal de-striping algorithms. The upper two
exposures are 380 sec with F435W (left) and 340 sec with F814W (right). The lower two
exposures are 380 sec with F658N (left) and 340 sec with F555W (right).
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Fig. 11.— Representative ACS/WFC crowded stellar field (47 Tuc) exposures, from prefailure Program 10775, used in the testing of optimal de-striping algorithms. The upper two
exposures are 3 sec (left) and 50 sec (right) with F606W. The lower two exposures are 3 sec
(left) and 50 sec (right) with F814W.
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Fig. 12.— Representative ACS/WFC wide-band blank field exposures, from pre-failure Program 10809, used in the testing of optimal de-striping algorithms. The upper two exposures
are 513 sec (left) and 514 sec (right) with F606W. The lower two exposures are 513 sec (left)
and 514 sec (right) with F814W.
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Fig. 13.— Representative ACS/WFC narrow-band blank field exposures, from pre-failure
Program 10843, used in the testing of optimal de-striping algorithms. The upper two exposures are 357 sec with F660N. The lower two exposures are 1437 sec with F658N.
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Fig. 14.— Image complexity among the astronomical scenes chosen to test stripe-removal
algorithms. Simulations were run twice, at (actual) GAIN=1e− /DN and at 2e− /DN.
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Fig. 15.— Fidelity of recovered bias striping for the three estimation methods (labeled
red; green; blue) described in §4.1, measured as standard deviation of residual striping for
high-noise (squares) and low-noise (crosses) realizations of: a large galaxy (upper left); a
crowded stellar field (upper right); a wide-band blank field exposure (lower left); and a
narrow-band blank field exposure (lower right). The standard deviation of the simulated
striping, σ = 0.9e− , is shown as the horizontal dotted line in each plot.
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Fig. 16.— The ACS/WFC post-SM4 first-light mosaic, galaxy NGC 6217 in F658N (Hα),
with extreme stretch to contrast corrected (right) and uncorrected (left) bias striping.
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